
SPIRIT S3

EASY DOES IT.
The Spirit has been a versatile and popular sprayer, designed to be a simple
to operate, low weight self-propelled machine for a wide range of uses;
offering a 3000 Litre capacity tank and precision nozzle control to maximise
productivity. Latest generation launching now offers a premium experience
with upgrades including the CLAAS Jaguar Cab and Bosch Rexroth Motors.

3000L GRP tank 
Additional clean water tank with approximate 10%
capacity of main tank
24- 28m twin fold boom 
Simple manually operated valves for boom flush,
tank wash and tank rinse

From 6100kg unladen weight
Low weight chassis design with rear mounted engine 
50/50 weight distribution with full or empty tank
combined with twin trailing A-frame axles for improved
traction and stability

Economic MTU 4R1000 Stage V 170hp 4 cylinder engine
adhering to all latest emission legislation 
Bosch Rexroth MCR10F Wheel motors 
Max speed up to 40kph
Full TMC drive control

Market leading self levelling air suspension system 
Low centre of gravity ensures stability whatever the
terrain
Standard clearance of 0.9m 

TMC spray controller with NavGuide GPS mapping and
guidance
Light bar guidance  
Automatic air shut-off spray sections
High precision spray system featuring automatic control of
multiple sections up to Individual Nozzle Control (INC)
Auto-steer compatible
Norac height and tilt or full variable geometry boom levelling 

EFFICIENT SPRAY SYSTEM

CLASS LEADING RIDE ON ROAD OR FIELD

PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE

OPERATOR COMFORT

  SPRAYER TECHNOLOGY

LOW SOIL COMPACTION

CONTACT US

Call: 01400 276050
Email: salesteam@househamsprayers.com
Website: www.househamsprayers.co.uk
Address: Househam Sprayers, 
               Roughton Moor, 
               Lincolnshire
               LN10 6YQ

CLAAS Jaguar X10 Cab: spacious, quiet and fully air-
conditioned cab    
Excellent panoramic visibility
High back, air suspended  seat
Fully integrated armrest, joystick and control panels
27 litre high capacity fridge
Radio with Bluetooth connectivity 
Optional Category 4 filtration 
Full LED lighting as standard 
3 levels of lighting package


